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1. TN'I-RODUCTI~N 
Pseudo-differential operators P whose principal symbol y,, is of the form 
p,,, = q2, whcrc y is of real principal type, have been studied by Chazarain 
(3 1, Wenston 191, Menikoff 17 1, and others. In particular, denoting by ph , 
the subprincipal symbol of .P and by p a characteristic point, the following 
results were proved in [7 1: 
(I) Assume that RcpR- ,@) > 0. Then P is microlocally solvable at 
P* 
(IT) Assume that Rep;-,@) < 0 while there exists k < co such that, 
in a conic neighbourhood of p, the restriction of Im& , to each null 
bicharactcristic strip of q has only zeroes of order <k. Then 
(II’) P is not microlocally solvable at p if /I is a zero of odd order. 
(TI”) P is microlocally solvable if all zeroes arc of even order. 
(ITT) Assume that, in a conic neighbourhood of p, the restriction of 
p;,,- , to p,,, ‘(0) is of the form Au’, where A does not vanish and v = 0 =p,,, 
delines a smooth conic submanifold of p, ‘(0) through p, of codimension one 
in p,‘(O), transversal to the null bicharacteristic strips of q. Then I-’ is 
microlocally solvable at p if Tm ;1($) # 0 or if k is even and Kc A@) > 0. 
In 141 it was shown that property (II’) remains true if a perturbation of the 
same order as P is added to P, provided this perturbation is flat enough at p 
(see 14, Theorem 11 for a precise statement). 
In this paper WC impose a condition on the way Im /JL-, vanishes and 
show then that flat perturbations of the same order as P do not destroy 
properties (I), (II”), (III). 
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2. NO,~ATIONS 
We shall use the standard notations of the theory of pseudo-differential 
operators, for which we refer for examples to 16 I. In particular, iff and g art 
smooth functions on T”X\O, where X is a C”’ paracompact manifold, wc 
shall denote by (Jig} their Poisson bracket and by H, the Harniltonian 
vector field associated with f and defined by Hrg = {f: g} for all smooth ,q 
We shall represent the set of pseudo-differential (resp. classical pseudc- 
differential) operators of order m in X by L”(X) (resp. L:(X)). The notation 
H?‘(X), I E iT?, will bc used for the local Sobolev space of order 1 in X. and if 
11 E fym (X) = H)“‘(X) n Z”(X). we shall denote by I/ zd I/, a Sobolev norm oi 
order I of u as defined for example in 15. Chap. II 1. We shall also need kne 
more general pseudo-differential operators of Reals 1 I I. ‘If I’ is a subcone of 
7’*‘X\07 it will b e convenient to use the notation “-;‘(I’) (resp. F::(P-‘j) for 
rhc set of all smooth positively homogeneous functions of order m defmed in 
1.’ and complex-valued (resp. real-valued). When 1‘ is wcil defined by ~hc. 
context, we shall sometimes write I ST or F{F. If u E LA’ ‘(X), R/i;(u) wiii 
denote t.he wave-front set of u in the sense of 161. Finally :he letter C wiii 
represent various strictly positive constants which may vary from iine to line. 
If C depends OII some parametersj, ii,..., we shall sometimes write C,q,G,,.,. 
3. SATEMENT 0~ .I'I-LE K~,sur.rs 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following results, in which X 
denotes a C”’ paracompact manifold. 
Trrliolu3l I. Let P E L:(X) be properly supported with real principui 
symbol p, . Let p EJ-I, ‘(0) be doubly charucteristic in lhe serzse ihut 
dp,(p) = 0 but Hjp,,,@) + 0 for some f E. Pw\~,(rT’kX/Oj vnrzishing at pm Let 
g E f$(T’*x\O) be such that g-‘(O) is microiocall~ a conic submanl~old q[ 
codimension oue through p, tmnsversul to Iif ar p. Assume that there exist k, 
r,, r:E?’ such that, *for some conic neighbourhood T of’ p, the Joliowir~g 
riolds ut each IT Ef-‘(O)n g- ‘(0) (7 I’ iJ‘ Ive put r := min(r, * 2~?) UML~ 
h --- H;+,,(p): 
(a) H~p,,,(a)==Ofi~rj< r,, H::{p,,f’)(a)==(OJbrj( rr; 
(b) Rep;,I- ,(crj # 0, H. Im pa- I(a) = 0 Jbr .j ( k rrrld #O jior ,j =:. k. 
rrhere k is elven if Ke h,& ,(o) < 0; 
(c) r > k -t 2 and r2 > k jf Re hplp:,,-. ,(o) > 0, r” > 3k + 2 {f 
Ke hpf ,(o) < 0. 
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Then g B E L:(X) is properly supported and WF(0) is coutained in a small 
conic neighbourhood qf’p, the estimate 
II b.4 IL G G,N(II mu Ilo + II u II -,z.), u E C;?(K), (1) 
holds for some u, fi and each NE R, and each compact set K c X. 
Here a = ,b’ + nz - 1 -- k/r $ Re hpi, ,(a) > 0 and u = [I + m -.- 2 .+ 
(k $- 2)/2(k t 1) y‘Re hp,;n ,(o) < 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let P as in Theorem 1 except that (1~) and (c) are replaced 
by one qf the.following two sets of conditions: 
Case (i): 
(b’) Hip; ,(o)-=Oj&j< k and H~Imp~;j,-,(a)#O; 
(c’j r > 2k + 2. 
Case (ii): 
(b”) Nip:+,(o) = 0 for j < k, NiRe hpf,, ,(a) > 0, k is even, 
H~Imp~~,(a)=O,forj<k+Iand#O~forj=k+l, wherelET+; 
(c”) r > 2(k + I)(1 + Z/(k + 2)), rz > k + 1. 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 still holds with a = m .-- 2 + p + 2/(k + 2) 
in case (i), u = m - 2 + ,G + min(2/(k + 2), 1 - 2(k + l)(k + /)/r(k + 2)) in 
case (ii). 
Remark 1. Note that condition (a) is always satisfied if P,~ =&J’ with 
L # 0. In general if p, satisfies the conditions of Theorems I or 2, we have 
p,n = /Ig? + ,uf rzg + Vf’ 1, as will be clear from the discussion below. Therefore 
the operators under study may be thought of as perturbations, flat enough at 
,f== 0, of operators with principal symbol )Ig’. 
Remark 2. It will become apparent below that the conditions in 
Theorems 1 and 2 arc independent of the choice of coordinates although 
pi,-, is not. Also it will be easy to check that if P satisfies the conditions of 
Theorems 1 or 2, so does the adjoint P’i: of P with respect to any C’” strictly 
positive density on X, and it is well known that estimate (1) for P* implies 
that P is microlocally solvable close to p. 
The situation is completely different from that studied in 14) since we can 
prove the following result about the singularities of solutions of Pv E P. 
THEOREM 3. Let P and T he as in Theorems I or 2. Assume that there 
exists q E s.F,#j which is strictly positive in 1’ and is an approximateJrs1 
integral qf’ Hpm in the sense that H+q = up, in f Jbr some a E ..FL(r). Then 
P propagates the singularities in the following sense: if v E 9 ‘(X), 
WF(Pv) (7 r = 0 and WF(,v) (7 r # 0, theta IVF(tl) n 1’ cannot be a single 
ra.y. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOKEM 1 
The first step is to reduce P to a microlocal model, using Fourier intcgrai 
operators and multiplication by an elliptic pseudo-.differential operator. The 
argument is similar to that of Lemma 2 of 141. The situation is even simpler 
here since p,, is real.valued. Therefore, we may be brief in describing the 
reduction of P. refering the reader to 141. After a suitable homog,cneous 
canonical transformation x, with values in T’“B:‘“\O, we may assume that 
f = t and g = r. We use the notation (x, r) for coordinates of R” ’ x IF7 == ID” 
and (& r) are the dual variables. Put pk, = P,* o x; ‘. ‘Then a:pb, f 0 close to 
x,(p), so that by the Malgrange preparation theorem we can writs 
microlocally 
where Ym-?(x,@)) f 0 and I’.~ = min(r,, r?). Subscripts of the symbols 
indicate the degree of positive homogcncity with respect. to thtr fiber, 
variables. After a homogeneous canonical transformation ,y2 which 
transforms t into itself, we may assume that E, = 0 if we replace 7, by I’. PLIL 
x = xz CJ x,: it is no restriction to suppose t.hat xh) = (0, 0, g’. 0), 5” f 0. 
Using Fourier integral operators associated with x. we transform P into an 
operator F with principal symbol p’,,, =p,,, o x ’ and subprincipal symbol 
& I such that &, , = p.k I OX-- ’ t- O(t’l) when g 0 x ’ =- 0, where ri := 
min(r:,. I’, -- 1). We have x@) 6? WF(P- YL,), where YE IL:!‘.- ‘. L E I..,?. a~‘e 
properly supported, Y,n ? is the principal symbol of L’, arid I, has full 
symbol equal. to r’ I- ,4(x, I, <) T + H(x, I, c) in a cork neighbourhood 01 
x(p). with 
Here R, = f’R; with .B; real-valued, Im B, = t”B{; neither Ke B,, nor Bj 
vanish, and k is even if Ke B,(X@)) < 0. Multiplying I, to the left and the 
right by suitable properly supported elliptic classical pseudo-differential 
operators, we may as well assume that A = 0. 
If 7’> 0, we shall denote by .V+(R”) the set of all u E .CJ’(lT?“) which 
vanish for 1 t I> T. If U, UT E L’(IH”), the L” sesquilinear product j o u? C-IX & 
will be represented by (u, w). 
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For technical reasons in the proof of estimates, it will be convenient to 
replace the study of L close to x@) by that of the operator 
R = D; + t’S(x, t, D,) + k/(x, I, D,), 
Here (SU, v) = (u, So) for all u, 2) E Y(R”) and S = 0 when 111 > 31’ or 
Ix I> T. H vanishes for 1 t I > 3T and does not depend on x when Ix I> T, 
Im H, = tkM, M and Re H, never vanish and keep a constant sign when 
Itl<2Tand<#O,andkisevenifReH,<Owhent=O. 
Denote by /I 11 the standard L2(R”) norm and by I/ lIcr,B the norm of the 
anisotropic Sobolev space Htn,il) (IF?“) when cz, BE IF? (see 15, Chap. IT]). Put 
d= l/(/c+ I) if ReH, (0 when t=O, 6= 1 if ReH, >0 when t=O. The 
first step in getting estimates for R is to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let U = (1 -t lOXI + DP)“4. Z’hen ryj, s, and N E Iii, we have 
for all u E ,.Vr(Fi”): 
II u”+‘+” u Il0.j G Cj,s,,(ll u”(Di + H) u Ilt1.j +II n II ,v)* (2) 
Proof of Lemma 1. If j = s = 0, the lemma can be proved by a slight 
modification of the proof of Proposition 1.1 of 171. 
Let (D, ~1 E Cr(--2T, 2T) be such that (o = 1 when It I < T and w = 1 in a 
neighbourhood of the support of q. An explicit computation of the 
distribution kernel of U’ shows easily that (I - w) U”v maps H,(IFi”) into 
H,,(R”) for all (J, 0’ E II?. 
Hence, if V- (1 + ID, I*)“*, we can write that 
II cT”+‘+s ’ Il0.j G c.j,s,,V(ll u’ ’sY/~ju”U lj + ll U ll A) (31 
for all 24 E ,Y#iN). 
The proof of the composition formula for pseudo-differential operators 
shows that [H, vlJjuS ] u = Nl/iU’+ ‘u, where a?= J{,N(lc, t, c, z) is bounded 
in all space for all CI and //. By the theorem of Calderon and Vaillancourt 
[2], N is bounded on L*(l17”). On the other hand, IIlUf, v/vjU”] z.1) < 
C II U’+lu IJO,l, so the lemma follows easily from (3) since we know already 
that it holds when j = s = 0. 
To prove a priori estimates for R, we shall divide t, r space in two (or 
three) regions, following an idea of patching estimates already used in 
another context by Vigik and Grusin [S I. In one region, close to t = 0, t’S 
will not alter the estimates (2) of Df + H. Elsewhere, Im H, will be large 
enough. So let c be a strictly positive number to bc chosen later and let ql, 
qz. q3 be three functions of P’(ll’?) such that q,(s) = 0 for Is 1 > E, v*(s) = 0 
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for s < E/2, (p3(s) = 0 for s > -E/2, 0 < q, , pZ: q3 < 1, and Cq,T =: 1. With I/’ 
as in the proof of Lemma 1, put @,i = q,i(tV”),.j := E, 2, 3. where c > 0 will bc 
chosen later. We shall decompose jlll1/’ for u E ,?;(I-?‘) as ll~Il’= llu,l/‘--i- 
IIu21/’ t- //ujl/‘, with u,~=@,~u. Let ,Ii= fl. We have if j-2 or 3 and 
ze! E c;“;.(lFI”y, 
2 Re(Rz+ iA.pi) = (LqW’: -H) uj. U,J’ (4) 
We choose the sign of ,Ii so that A,iA4 > 0 on the support of u,~. Then (4) can 
be minorized by C’, I/~“‘*u,~I)~~,~~ - C, IIz~,~/I~ > C, liz~llt,,, -- ~Iu,~~I~, where 
b := (1 - uk)/2. Choosing u such that uk < I? we therefore deduce forj =:I 2, ? 
the cstirnate 
On the other hand, Lemma I with s .:= 0, .j = ---b. gives if d = (1 t. S)i/2 h: 
To get a good estimate for U? and z13 we have to choose a as small as 
possible so we choose it such that 2 - ar :-=: (1 -t 6)/2: Nose that n ( IS/T 
then. If’ I: is small enough, we get 
Il~,II,,,,~~~ll~~~,/I,~.-~+Il~~,li,, -d (7 ;I 
We square and add up estimates (5) and (7), so that with (rj =. min(b. dj. wc 
obtain 
Let v E P’(R) be equal to zero outside {s E R, /si < ~1. Put ‘I*- ~(~t,“‘j. 
Y’ = ly’(f V))..., Y” = @‘(IV’) where l/ denotes the ith derivative. Qnc sees 
easily that 
[R, !?I = -2iD, Y’V” + N(x, I. IS,). (9) 
where N is a “tangential” pseudo-differential operator of order 20. I-lence 
IIIW @.il 40. --/I G C(ll n,@,;4lt,.,,. b -+ II 4l”.?,; ,,I. (10) 
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To estimate the first term of the right-hand side, we shall make use of the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 2. When E is small enough, we have jbr all j, s, N E IF?, 
IWT”‘” dO,j G cj,,~,.Y(ll U”RwllO,j + II 41 *’ + II usuIIO,,j / 0 Ih/2), (I ’ 1 
if u E .y;.(lR”) and w = Yu. 
Proof of Lemma 2. In view of Lemma 1, it suffices to show that 
II UsSt’~ull,l,,i can be bounded by the right-hand side of (1 1). Put v,(s) = 
S”yl(S), Yr = ly,(W), Y = v’sv-“‘. Note that if A = Y or ul,, we can write 
[A, UsY] = [A, YI Us +d[U’, Y] + [Yd, U’J. Since a < f, the proof of the 
composition formula for pseudo-differential operators applied to the right- 
hand side together with the theorem of Calderon and Vaillancourt 12 1 show 
easily that for all z E ~i”#?“) 
II I4 u, YI z II G c II U”z II0.j ,0 / d/Z 3 (12) 
if we recall that 2 - ar = (1 + 6)/2. Since t”lv = 1/ “” yl,u, we have 
lJiUsStrn~ = Y’, u” Yu + [U’Y, ul,.] u. The second term of the sum may bc 
bounded using (12). Since 11 Iy,u”YuII < c” 11 YW”Yz.II < ~‘(11 U’Y!&II + 
/) I ul, USY] u II), another application of (12) finishes the proof of Lemma 2, 
since 11 U”Ycvll < C II Us+“-S~vl/O,j. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that q + I > 0 and put a’ = a - d/2. Then the 
following estimate holds: 
II u. 9s~t~~~ll”,~,-i I)0 0 
t I/ u- (w’ ‘%, Y”zz/l”,,4 /z)n ,, . 
1 
(13) 
ProoJ of Corollary I. Using Lemma 2 with s=-(q+l)& 
j = (q + 1) a - b, and introducing [R, Y’u], we obtain 
II ~-ysw41”,~q 4.1m b
G c II v (Yt’)b~wf,,(y.t l)U-h + II u (9 ’ ‘)8~r~‘~Il”.c‘,+*,~,-r, 
which implies (13). 
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Put ~7 :. k if Re I-I, < 0 when t = 0 and J = 0 if Re 11, > 0 when ! .= G. 
Using Corollary 1 with y := O,...?J and Y = clhy ’ ‘,, WC obtain 
Now assume that Re H, > 0 (resp. <O) when t := 0. Then (J -f 2) u -. b < (1.) 
if and only if I’ > k + 2 (resp. Y > 3k + 2). In this case U’ < 0 as remarked 
above, and (I) = b (resp. d). One concludes from (S), (IO): (14) that the 
estimate 
holds for each NE r?. 
Now let <,. & E f,:!(ll?“) be properly supported with IKF(<,) and B’F([l) 
contained in a small conic neighbourhood of (0, 0, <“, I)), such that the full 
symbol of & is equal to I in a conic neighbourhood of the support of the full 
symbol of <, . WC may assume that LVF((R .-L) i,) -= 121. Then (15) gives. if 
K is a compact subset of IT~t” and zf E Cl:‘(K): 
llil4l,,G ~,.,.(lli2~l~I/<L,, -1 II4 J 
G c.~,K~lIcA,L, + II4 .A) 
,< C,.,AlI u, 2.d Ilo. b + II u il YJ 
,< ~.,,,~1152~~,~~//,,. b + II4 \J
~~,~.,~II~I;,~lI..,,-I-ll~lI :v) 
< ~l.,k.~l/~~l~I/--b-,~~+Z +- I/ // .%I. (16) 
Hy using Fourier integral operators, Theorem P is now an immediate COI~SC- 
quence of (16). 
5, PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem I, so we shall be rather brief when 
exposing it. To simplify the writing we use sometimes the same notations as 
in Section 4 for functions and operators although they might be not the same 
as before. 
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Once more we get a microlocal model for P of the form L = Df + 
B(x, t, D,) in a conic neighbourhood of (0, 0, r”, 0) E T*lR”\O, where B is a 
“tangential” pseudo-differential operator of order 2. We shall replace the 
study of .L by that of the operator 
R = D; + t”S(x, t, D,) + H(x, t, D,), 
x E llin--l, t E II?, with S(x, t, <) - Zj>” s, ,j(& tv 0, qx, 4 5) - 
C,j>o HI -,j(X, t, ~3. N ow S and H have the following properties: (Su, u) = 
(u, SZJ) for all U, u E ,U;(lR’) and S = 0 when ItI > 21’or 1x1 > T. H vanishes 
for 1 t( > 2T and does not depend on x when 1x1> T, H, = t”(M + iK) where 
M and K are real-valued and satisfy the following conditions: 
in case (i), K(x, t, r) dots not vanish and keeps a constant sign when 
(f0 and Itl<T; 
in case (ii), k- is even and K = t’Z; if r # 0 and If I ,< T, M(x, I, 0 is 
strictly positive and .Z(x, t, l) does not vanish and keeps a constant sign. 
The following lemma will now play the role of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. Put y=2/(k+2) and write E=Df+H, Q=Df+itkV, 
W=.D, + ipi2, where V= (1 + lD112)‘,“. Then there exists T’ > 0 such that 
II W” Wu Ilo..j GCj.Al Qu IIt,,,j +II u II .h) 
G Cj.N(II Eu Il0.j + II zlIl--i\‘)~ (17) 
for all u E ,viy ,(Fi”) and all j, NE 114, and 
II wztllU.,j G Cj,W(ll W-lEuIIO,,j + lIzllI NJ, (18) 
.for all u E ,Y,.,(nn) and all j, NE II:?. 
Lemma 3 will be proved after the end of the proof of Thcorcm 2. 
We introduce o,, rp?, oj as in the proof of Theorem 1. If u E %Y’;..(ll-!‘I), 
inequality (5) still holds with b = (1 -- ak)/2 in case (i) and 
b = (1 - a(k + 1))/2 in case (ii). (17) gives (6) with d = -b + y. We choose a 
such that 2 - ar = y; then b > 0 and I/ t’Su, /I,,, h < Cc’ )I U, I(O,-h ,.),. Since 
r > 0, we get (7), and (8) with w = min(b, -b + 17). (18) implies that for 
every NE IR and every j, one an find C,V such that 
II W@$llo,,-!, G C,(ll w ‘E@lu ll0.a -b + II 24 II id’ (19) 
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Now 2a - h < (11 and 3a -- IJ - y/Z < w if and only if r > 2(/c + 1) in case (I) 
and if and only if r > 2(k t 1)(1 + I/(k t- 2)) in case (ii). Under these 
conditions, a < y/2 and (8) and (20) give if u E .ii..(6!“): 
An elementary computation shows that (.u = -b + y in case (i) and (JJ = 4 .+- 
min(y, 1 - (2(k + I)/r(k + 2))(k + I)) . m case (ii). The proof of Theorem ;?. 
can now be completed as that of Theorem 1. 
We turn now to the proof of Lemma 3 t.o which the rest of this section is 
devoted. 
Proof of Lemtna 3. It suffices to prove the lemma for ,j= (3 because 
replacing u by viu gives then the lemma for any j. 
If j = 0, (17) can be easily proved by a slight change of t,he proof of 
Proposition 4.5 of 17 j. 
Let us prove (18) for j = 0; so assume that u E ,YI.,(P”) wit.h the same 7” 
as in (I 7). Let [(<, r) E $’ O(ll?N) be equal to I when /r/ < C 151 and 0 whem 
/rI > 2b 151 and I(1 + ItI >‘l. One sees easily that 
li(l -i)Uli,<C(llDf(l -i)Ull-I +-I!~--Y). 
The right-hand side can be bounded by C,(li( I -- &J KU// , -t I/ ull), since 
the theorem of Caldcron and Vaillancourt 121 ShOWS that 
(I + jD,l’ t Df).-‘l’ (1 - i) H is bounded on L2(R”). Therefore, we have 
lI(l - 1;) wu II < C(ll( 1 - [) w-- ‘Lh I/ -$- //IA li). (22) 
Let ~,~+YECF(-~T’.+~T’) with q=l when /lj<r’ and I,u=I in a 
neighbourhood of supp q. Since W(1 - I,U) 5~7 maps H. ,, continuously into 
L2 for all N, we have 
To bound the right-hand side of (23). we are going to prove the following: 
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If ~(2, <, z’) E S:‘+,(lli”) vanishes for Jtl > 2T’ and /r( > 2C lrl, then with 
x = x(t, D,, D,), WC have 
II vxu II G C,(ll w ‘EXL’II + II 0 II-.V>? (24) 
for all u E .!P(F?“) and all NE Fi. 
Before proving (24), let us show how to use it to complete the proof of 
Lemma 3. Applying (24) with x = vc and u = u, we get from (23) 
II Jc-~ II G C,(ll w- ‘J% II -t- II u II A (25) 
since W ‘E(1 - v/) I;u, maps H.-,v continuously into L’ for all N. But [E, [] 
is of order 0, so (25) implies that 
II m+ll < wW-‘~~ll + I/al’;?)’ (26) 
Squaring and adding up (22) and (26), we obtain easily (18); therefore it 
remains to prove (24) to complete the proof of Lemma 3. 
To prove (24) we shall use the calculus of general pseudo-differential 
operators developed by Beals ] I]. Choose R > 41”’ and let u(t) E P(lt?) be 
equal to t for / t I < R and zero for I I ] > 2R. Consider the following functions: 
h = 1 + ITI + 1511’? g=/zl+lak(t>rl”2+hY, 
@, = g2/khY” -- 2/k) if k > 2, @,=g if k= I, 
~1 = W42’k if k>2, ,p, = g/Al;” if k-l, 
@,j=1+lrl+l+ (4) = 1 for 2 <j < 11 and any k. 
Then @ = (@ ,,..., a,) and v, = (qr ,..., v,,) are weight vectors in the sense of 
Beals (]l, Sect. 21). Using his notation, we have logg E O(@, p). Let c be a 
positive number. Q(& D,, D,) has a left inverse J(t, D,, D,) such that when 
/tl <R and lrl< C? ]<I, the estimates 
hold. To see this, put Y= jr1 + I tlk” + 1, ly= 1, Q(l, Dt) = 0: + itk. Then 
(Y, w) are strongly coercive weight functions in the sense of [I, Sect. 7 ] and 
QEL $‘jY(R). A check of (Qz, z), z E Y(R) shows that Q is injective in 
.V(lR), so that Q has a left inverse J(r, Dt) E L,,‘:,““‘(lR), by Theorem 7.7 of 
I1 ]. In fact one has jD:Dt&, t)l < C,, Yy-2--n--2D’k, since lD~Df& 7)l < 
C Y2-n-2fi’k. But Q(t, l, r) = (<)YQ((<)Y’2 t, (oPy” r), so if we take 
.,i;$, Z) = (<) - y.T((<)Y” t, ((j y’* r), J satisfies (28) and J(t, D,, D,) is a left 
inverse of Q. 
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Let h(l) E Cir;(lR) and x,(<, r) E S:,,(lt?“) satisfy the following conditions: 
b= I for (11 < 3T’ and 0 for lt( >4T’; x, is equal to ! in a conk 
neighbourhood of supp x and vanishes if 1 rI > 3C 151 and 1 Ti -t- / r / >, 1. Put 
E’ = hE;y,, J’ = bJxl, where x1 =xt(Dx, DI), J= J(t, D,, 0,). Then (2X) 
shows that J’ E ,5;,y(Ui”) if ,B = log 6, and estimates similar to (27) show 
that E’ E L~,,(ll?“). 
If VE O(@, p), let us consider the weighted Sobolev space Cl:;, ,,, (R’“) of [ I, 
Sect. 6 1, which is a Hilbert space. We denote by l/l 111,. a fixed norm which 
det‘ines the Hilbcrt topology of HG,,, (IF!“). Since J’Qx -.‘.x maps N,(llq”) into 
pi,,(ll?“) for all s,s’ E R, one sees easily that 
IIIxu II/w G CA Qw II + II u II - v), u E <Y(lrinj” 
With the help of (17), this is seen to imply that 
lllxu IL G CXW’X~ II + II u II ,X1’ 
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 10.1 of [ 11, (29) implies that 
(30) 
if e > 0 is small. A finite iteration gives (30) with I-: = I. Now 
wx, E k;T,(irty, so that /I Wxu /I < CN(lllxuIII,L + I/u il-.y). Also one sees easily 
that ))\E’xu)//. I, < C,,,(\\ W ‘E<xu(l + /) u/l.- y). The proof of Lemma 3 is corn 
plete. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let /, E I’ and u E ‘i“(X) be such that ti’F(vjnrc: (Ap. ,3 > 0) and 
WF(Pu) f? r= 0. We are going to show that IVF(rl) n I’= 0. After 
multiplication by a suitable cutoff pseudo-differential operator and USC ol 
local coordinates, we may and shall assume that X- Ii;“, L) =. (x,,. to): 
I: E H/comp(lS, ‘I) for some I E IF< and PU E CrX’(/F-!‘i). If [ E L:!(ll i “) is properly 
supported and if I++‘([) is contained in a small conic ncighbourhood of /I~ 
then for all w, N E H, and all compact subsets KC II i”, the estimate 
holds for all u E C;?(K). To prove (31), let 1.’ be a narrow conic 
neighbourhood of p and let Q E Lr(IH”) have a principal symbol equal to q”’ 
in a conic neighbourhood 1”’ of p and satisfy IVF(Q) c I”. Theorems 1 or 2 
give 
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if uECA%(K). If WF(Z;)cf”, we have WF(([P,Ql -LP-R)c)=0 for 
some L E L,W-‘(It?“), R E L, )I’ ’ ” ‘( IH “), both properly supported, and (3 1) is 
then a direct consequence of (32). Let FE .Y(lR) satisfy F(0) = 1 and 
e(.x, r) E .F~(T*lR”\O) be elliptic positive and equal to 9 in an open conic 
neighbourhood A of p. Put R,(x, 0) = q(x) F(cE(x, II)), 0 < E < 1, where 
q E Cr(IH”) is equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of x0 and E(x, <) E S:,,(IF?“) is 
equal to e(x, <) when l<l> I. It is easy to see that R,v E C?(K) for SOI@ 
compact subset K c II?” independent of c, and that (1 R,v 11, remains bounded 
as E -+ 0. If WF(Q c A, the symbolic calculus shows that 
[Pi, R ,l v = A ,(x, D) Pv + .B,(x, 0) u, (33) 
where A ,(x, c) and B,(x, c) vanish for large x an A,(x, <) (resp. B,(x, 0) 
remains bounded in S;:(ll?‘) (resp. Sy,;; ‘(R”)) as c -+ 0. Put v = CL -p + 
2 - m, which is strictly positive, and choose c With a full symbol equal to 1 
in a conic neighbourhood of p. An application of (3 1) to R,v with 
w = I- m + 2 -p shows, using (33), that II1;R,v II,+,, remains bounded as 
c: --f 0. One concludes easily that u E HI+,>. An iteration gives that v E C”‘. 
The proof is complete. 
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